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Tlie Cold Season o f 1816.

But few people now living can remember,
save by tradition, the cold season of 1816,
“ the year without a summer” as it is very
frequently called. The frosts were both
early and late, consequently very small
crops of anything edible were raised. Espe
cially was this the case, in whpt was at that
time the “ District of Maine,” with corn
and grain. The country was new and the
people were poor. There were no railroads
or steamboats. Our bread stuff came from
Virginia, particularly corn which was
sent down the rivers to the large ports
and then shipped north by sailing vessels.
Our principle place for supply was Hal
lowell, from there it was trucked back to
Phillips 50 miles, over had. hilly roads,
and sold hefe for two dollars per bushel.
The greater trouble for us, being, to get
the tw o dollars with which to buy it, and
from this cause many families suffered
much for want of bread.
Notwithstanding the cold frozen season,
there were two acres of good, sound corn
raised in No. 6 Plantation, Oxford
county, now Franklin and a part of Phil
lips. This patch of corn was planted near
the top of a mountain, on the south cant,
north of the Winship school house by a
man named Roberts. He also planted
potatoes, beans and pumpkins, all of
which gave a good crop, having been put
in on a “ burn” as it was called. The trees
were felled the summer previous, and fire
set the next spring which run over the lot
burning all the small stuff and leaving
the trunks of the trees and land perfectly
black; the corn was then planted among
the logs.
After getting his planting done, Mr.
Roberts was suddenly taken, with a fever
which carried him and his family to Ohio.
This \yas then called western fever and it
took a large number of our best citizens.
At that time Ohio was the extreme west.
In order to obtain funds to pay his ex
penses to Ohio, Roberts had to sell his
crops and possessions (but few owned the
soil at that time) and my father was the
purchaser of that blessed little crop, which
was in reality a Godsend to us. I was a
small boy at that time, yet large enough
to help gather the crop, and I could roast
and eat an ear of corn as well as the
others.
While we worked by day, the bears
worked by night, and they made sad havoc
among the corn, breaking it down and
wasting more than they ate. One day we
set a log trap, baited with a sheep’ s head,
and the next morning we had bruin fast
by one foot. He was quickly killed and
for some time after that we had a feast of
fat things. W ith our corn, beans, pota
toes and pumpkins, our camp was well
supplied and we lived like kings. Every
one in those days considered bear meat
a great luxury and this one was worth
more to us than a 500 pound porker would
have been.
This fearfully cold year was the cause of
so many people emigrating from Maine.
Over a hundred from this sparsely settled
1'egion, and the outlook for winter to
those remaining was very dubious. It was
not even a cheerful prospect for those who
left; the whole distance must be made by
team. Old rickety wagons or carts, poor
horses, occasionally a covered wagon,
some even using their scanty bed clothing
for that purpose, and a journey of many
Weeks before them. They had little in the
line of household goods to carry; stoves
were unknown to most of them. A few

home made chairs, a table, a limited
quantity of pots, kettles, dishes and the
bedding, made up the load.
There has never since been a year like
that one, but should there be, with the
four quarters of the globe to draw from,
should our own United States fail to
supply the demand, food could be placed
at our doors in a very few weeks from the
most distant country. Some of those who
emigrated may have bettered their condi
tion but doubtless, had they remained, they
would all have been in a happier state of
mind and easier financially than in their
new homes.
S ew ard D il l .
A P R A C T IC A L JO K E

Played by the Quimby Boys*

Mention has been made quite frequently
in this paper of the Quimby brothers,
Steve, Tom, Dan, Dave and Lem, who
were among the early settlers of Rangeley.
Before moving to Rangeley they lived
in the town of Mercer, and it was while
living there that the incident to be related
took place.
It was about the year 1815 that a one
eyed negro preacher whose name, other
than Peter, has escaped ray memory, was
traveling through what is now Maine
holding revival meetings wherever he
could secure an audience.
On his travels he reached Mercer and
was invited to stay with Mr. Quimby,
the father of the boys. This family were
generous livers and their table was better
furnished than the general run of farmers
about them. This same feature will be re
membered by all those who have ever
visited the sons.
The good living was thought by the
boys to be one reason why the meetings
were so protracted, and they planned a
method by which they got rid of the
preacher.
Among their “ playthings” was an old
musket barrel from which the breech pin
had been removed, and this they used as a
sort of speaking trumpet, through which
the voice had a most unearthly tone.
The room occupied by the colored man
had a large fireplace. The chimney was
large and projected above the roof bu t a
short distance, as was the custom in those
days.
When the preacher had retired and the
boys thought he was asleep they carefully
placed a ladder on the roof and Tom, with
his gun barrel, climbed up.
Passing
it down the chimney till it nearly reached
the opening of the fireplace, he called out:
“ Peter, Peter, Peter!”
The sepulchral voice awoke the sleeper
and springing up he tremblingly waited to
again hear the strange noise that had
roused him from his slumbers.
It came, deeper and more weirdly than
before, “ Peter, Peter, Peter!”
The voice could not be located. It
seemed to come from no particular place,
but Peter replied, “ Lord, who dat callin’
dis pore chile?”
Dov\n came the answer, “ It is I, the
Lord, and I command you Peter to gird
up your loins and in the morning go forth
to Rome,” (an adjoining town) “ and
preach the gospel to the sinners and
heathens of that place.”
“ Bress de Lord, I follow your com
mands,” said Peter.
Next morning Peter announced to his
host: “ Sorry to leab you Brudder Quim

by, but de Lord he call me to go to Rome
and preach to de wicked down dar,” and
accordingly he departed.
It was this same person who later stray
ed’ as far up the river as Phillips, preach
ing there. On one occasion at the close of
his sermon, he announced this: “ Brederin’ ,
Brudder Tufts preach to you dis arternoon; musn’ t ’ spect frower bread all de
time, sometime eat de coase bread.”
S. D il l .
The Mink anti the Salmon.

Manchester, Me., Jan. 28.—John Merrill,
the guide, was hunting on the outlet
stream Saturday, for mink and had fol
lowed a fine looking one some distance
when it disappeared under the ice. Mr.
Merrill waited patiently for him to come
up for he knew well the mink’ s errand.
Soon the animal returned with quite a fish
and the veteran hunter decided that the
time had come for him to try his markmanship and he took deliberate aim. Un
fortunately he did not kill the mink out
right and it wiggled off into the water
and vyas gone. John waited long and
patiently for its return but no mink put in
an appearance, so at last he gave up and
went to see the fish the mink had left. To
his surprise it was a landlocked salmon
and proved to be 11% inches in length.
This is the second salmon caught on the
stream below the outlet dam since Septem
ber. Cobbosseecontee lake, when proper
screens are constructed and in place just
above the outlet dam, will be one of the
finest lakes in the State for fishing and
boating interests.
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church iu this place. He was buried in the
“ old cemetary.” —Chronicle.
Mr. Sawyer, the proprietor of the C. O.
D. market at the upper village, keeps a
large variety of fish. Those who “ eat fish
of a Friday” can enjoy a variety.
M ost of the grocery stores send their
teams for orders to the houses three times
a week.
After all the snow that fell Thursday
accompanied by the heavy gale, the roads
were not badly blocked.
Now for scraping the snow off the ice
which will be quite a task.
There is material enough, and good ma
terial too, to form a first class orchestra
Why not go ahead and get up one?
Harry Bates sells the Herald and Carl
Cragin the Globe. They both do qnite a
business.
Rev. W. A. Nottage has been invited to
deliver the address Memorial day before
the Post in Strong.
The worst storm for years.
Thursday was a mighty quiet day about
town.
Trains delayed below. The night mail
arrived at 8 o ’clock.
“ Seems like ‘old times’ to have the mail
delayed by a snow storm” was the common remark.
The big team breaks out the roads in
fine style.
Now that there is snow enough the
wood teams will begin to come in.
Col. Robinson missed getting his mail
Thursday night. The train was late and
the night was rough. He says it is the
first time since he has lived in town, 25
years, that he has missed the night mail,
if he was in town and not confined to his
hed.

It is learned that the Moosehead guides
have engaged Henry Hudson, Esq., of
Guilford, to attend the hearing on the
proposed li^jnse law. These guides wish
to compromise by paying a certain sum
Mrs. Sanborn remains about as she has
before starting on a trip in close season
for the privilege of shooting a certain been for a short time.
number of deer for food. This is the
George W. Wheeler, of Farmington..
feature that the commissioners claim their was up to see his sister, Mrs. Sanborn,
bill will prevent.
Friday.
Fremont Vining is improving slowly.
Ernest Y ork has moved bis family into
Chas. Miner’ s house and will work in the
The Young Men’ s Club gave a reception
woods at No. 6 this winter.
on Wednesday evening at Bates’ Hall, for
Mr. Chas. A. Hoar says it was tlie>coldthe ladies of the Social Union, the King’s
Daughters, and invited guests. It was est at his house during the recent cold
one of the jolliest affairs of the season. snap, that it has been since he lived in
A most enjoyable program of vocal and town.
P h il lip s L o c a ls .

instrumental music, was followed by re
freshments of cake and ice cream, Served
by pretty and charming waiters. Two
games were played; one was to find the
number of objects on the head and tail of
a! penny, and the other might be called
“ Does Advertising Pay?” A good night
march closed the evening’s entertainmet
and everyone said—and meant it too, that
they’d “ had a perfectly splendid time.”

Mrs. J. F. Toothaker, who has been ill
for several days, is better.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Chas.*
Ross is able to be out after his long and
dangerous illness.

Several double teams which went to
Farmington Thursday, experienced con
siderable difficulty in getting back home
with their loads. The teamsters report
the storm as worse if possible there than
The funeral services of Samuel A. at Phillips.
Blanchard were held at his late residence
Walter Howland is out of the woods on
Wednesday last at tw o o ’clock, Rev. W.
account of a sore in his throat.
A. Nottage officiating. Mr. Blanchard
Mrs. Viola Libby of West Somerville,
had been a resident of this town for more
Mass.,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
than fifty-three years, and has always
been considered one of our most worthy Mrs. J. B. Grover in Avon.
Daniel Field has just had his house con
citizens, industrious, of excellent habits,
aud interested in the town affairs.
He nected with the store by telephone.
was in the army, but on account of sick
E.
E. Sawyer made a bet recently as to
ness was discharged after a few months, the number of oysters it would take to fill
having contracted a disease which troubled a pint measure. It took just eleven, but
him till his death. His death was hasten he selected them. One was 5% inches
ed by a fall which broke his hip. He had long.
long been a member of the Methodist'
[Continued on fourth page.]
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[Continued from last week].
As Bennet looked at the man on the
ground he saw it was the same person
who tried to' take his life when on the
road going to the village of M. And the
ghost was the same. He had been saved
again, but when he looked to see the
ghost it had disappeared. Taking the girl
by the arm he led her from the crowd to
the inn where he was stopping. Neither
spoke a word till they reached the tavern,
and leading her to his room he gave her a
chair. “ Compose yourself, ’ ’ he said; “ I am
going out for an hour. Here is the key to
the door; lock it from the inside and when
I come and say, ‘George Bennet’ let me
in.”
He then went out. Going to the
bar room he took a cigar and seated him
self to enjoy a smoke. He felt ill at ease.
Twice they had tried to take his life and
twice he had been saved by a mysterious
figure.
He would leave the wilds of
France, and return to his his home in Glen
Cove.
Taking up the morning paper he saw
that the steamer sailed for America in
three days. Laying down the paper he
went to the door of his room. A t the
words “ George Bennet” the door opened
and the beautiful girl stepped one side for
him to enter. He took a seat and said,
“ what may I call you?” Her full blue
eyes were looking him in the face. “ They
call me Rose and sometimes the slave of
the dock,” said the girl. “ The latter is
not a very good name for you; were those
your parents that I found with you this
morning?” said George. No sir,” she
said, “ I have no parents; I am alone in
the world. I ran away yesterday and
that was why I was going to be hanged,”
and she began to weep. “ Do not weep,”
said George, “ I, too, am alone; I will
claim you as a sister and you can claim
me a brother; we will live for each other
and be happy.
“ In three days I start for my home in
America and my beautiful sister will go
with me.” A t the end of three days a
change had taken place in the once slave
of the dock. As she walked to the steam
er leaning on her new brother’ s arm,
dressed in the finest silk and satin and her
hair hanging in golden ringlets over her
well shaped shoulders, she made a picture
worthy the effort of an artist.
The
whistle sounded. “ All on board,” sang
out the captain. The gang plank was
hauled in, the ropes were cast off, the
propellor began to work and the steam
ship, Pride of the Ocean, moved on her
course, headed for Halifax, N. S. The
weather proved fine, and in 15 days she
hauled in to her port of destination.
Taking the stage, in four and twenty
hours George, with his beautiful Rose,
stopped at his mansion in Glen Cove, and
as they walked through the garden, the
songs of the birds and the sweet scent of
the flowers seemed to say, “ welcome back
after four years of absence in far away
lands.” Taking a seat beneath the shade
of the lilacs, he said to Rose, “ is this not
beautiful?” The blue eyes met his as she
said, “ it is; George I have something to
tell you. I have many times dreamed of a
palaoe, surrounded with trees of all kinds
and creeping vines and beautiful flowers
and a man with a sad face reaching his
hands out to me. Then I always wake.
I think that man is my father,” and she
began to weep. “ Come Rose do not weep.
I will be to you a brother and try to help
you,” implored Bennet.
“ Thank you;
you have been very kind to me,” replied
Rose.
A week had passed away since the
above conversation took place. The old
mansion was all aglow while the wax
tapers of red, white and blue lighted up
the whole house from top to bottom. The
long table in the hall was laden with
choice wine and fruit, with turkeys, chick
ens, and pies and cakes, of all kinds. It
was a dinner party of invited guests in

honor of the Bennet mansion, while the
voices of 40 guests in tones of merriment
rang through every room.
Thus the afternoon went by till a late
hour, when the following was taken up by
the ladies of the party: Resolved, that
the ladies of this party send to their king,
some token of .loyalty to the crown.
Resolved, that George Bennet go and
present them to the king. Resolved, that
in three weeks, each present with the
sender’ s name on each parcel, shall be
packed in a box and sealed and delivered
in the hands of George Bennet. The wine
was passed round and the party ended.
The next three weeks was a busy time
for the ladies of Glen Cove, and Rose,
with the consent of George, was not the
least among them. A t the end of three
weeks every thing was ready and one
morning the first of July, Bennet sailed
for Liverpool, England, where he landed
safely, the steamer making a quick voyage.
He was soon before the king, and when
his business was made known, the king
received him heartily. The box that con
tained the presents was brought in and
opened and the king himself took out the
contents. There were gold rings, silk and
satin slippers, silk head dress and a morn
ing cloak. It was woven ©f the finest silk
and satin of red, white and blue; 'not a
seam throughout, pockets, buttonholes,
cuffs and collar. When the king saw it
the smile left his face and as he turned
over the cloak he bowed his head with a
groan gas if trying to. recall some past
recolection. He took it up again, his face
was pale and sad. Turning to George he
said, “ tell me who made this cloak?” “ A
young lady your honor sir,” replied Ben
net. He then related where he found
Rose. “ Did you say she was about 19
with deep blue eyes and golden hair?” “ I
did your honor.” “ Then listen. Twentyone years ago I married a beautiful
woman. Soon after we were married she
wove me a morning cloak. It was just
like this one, made out of the same ma
terial and without a seam. Many women
have tried to weave one, but have failed.
Not in all England was there any like the
one that my queen wove for me. I have
always kept it as a token of love from my
dead wife.” He groaned aloud whilst the
tears ran down over his pale cheek. “ It is
a sad story, it brings past memories fresh
to my mind. O The second year after we
married there was a child born, a girl. A
sweet babe with eyes and hair like its
mother’ s .a lt was our joy and pride. One
day when it was tw o years old we left
it with the nurse while we went out to
ride through the city and when we return
ed we found nurse and child gone. Search
was made but no trace of them could be
found. The blow was too much for my
wife. She died within a year. Since that
time I have lived alone. I have offered
large rewards to tbe one who would bring
my lost Evelyn tom e. This cloak .must
have been made by her hands. If she is
alive she is 19 years old and the man that
brings her to me, shall have her hand in
wedlock, with one thousand pounds in
gold.”
Two days later George took passage on
board another steamer for his home in
Glen Cove. The first day out of port, as
he stood near the rail of the steamer, he
was saying to himself, “ If I can link Rose
and Evelyn and the one thousand pounds
together what a happy man I will be.” On
looking up he saw the captaiD watching
him from the other side of the ship.
George lifted his hat and walked across
to where he stood.
“ A fine morning,
captain. I wish to know how long you
expect to be in Halifax,” said George.
“ About four days,” the captain said.
“ That is good for mo. A young lady and
myself wish to return with you,” and
George related to the captain all that had
passed between him and the king about
the man who should return his lost child.
“ By thunder,” said the captain, “ you
are in luck. You will have passage and
the best state room on board the steam
er.”
"Thank you,” said George, and

Sandpaper
!
Will Make
A Board Smooth,

they parted. One went to his s ate room,
the captain to the quarter deck, and as he
paced the deck he was laying .deep hidden
]
Once Used i
plans, to be carried out later on. “ I have
n Always Used a
waited and watched two years for this
George Bennet,” the captain thought to
himself, “ you will never take the beautiful
Rose to the king. I will do that myself
while you, yes you, George Bennet, shall
sleep beneath the waters of the Atlantic.”
| As G ood
j
The weather proved fine, and in a few
jj
J l s the Best,
j
days the steamer glided along side of the
wharf in Halifax, N. S., and the next day
George went to his beautiful Rose at the
mansion and when he had told her the
news, she exclaimed, “ That is the palace
The Best Treatment for the Faoe is
that I have so often dreamed about.” No
time was lost in getting ready for their
journey to the king.
Four days had passed away when
George, with Rose on his arm, made his A 6 oz. Bottle for 50 Cents.
This Lotion will positively cure all faciSW
way to the boat where he was met by the
villian captain. “ I am glad to see you blemishes.
and the young lady,” said the captain,
and he led the way to the best rooms on
board the boat. The bell rang, the ropes
were cast off and the steamer was headed
for Liverpool, England.
[To be continued].
Of every description, rendering the skin soft

But It Is’nt
Suite the Thing
For a Man’s Face.

Ellis* Lotion

Blackheads,
Pimples,
or Blotches,

▲ M u tu al F rien d .
Bobby —Popper, what is a mutual friend?
Mr. Ferry—He is generally one who

makes it his business to see that you don’ t
miss hearing the mean things your friends
say about you.— Cincinnati Enquirer.
W ants.
I f you want assistance, go to strangers.
I f you want advise, go to acquaintances. If

you do not want anything, your relatives
may be glad to see you.—Chester Times.
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Monday, Nov. 2, 1896.
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Delightfully Soothing alter
Shave.
P h il l ip s , Me.. April 25, 1890.
Mr. N a t t E l l is .
Rangeley. Me.,
D e a r S i r :—I have used Ellis’ Lotion in a
case o f Barber’s itch and think it the best of
anything I ever used for the purpose. I per
sonally know o f its giving excellent satisfac
tion in cases o f sunburn, hives and pimple*,
Yours truly.
E. B. C u r r i e r , M. D.
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And kindred troubles, checking Irritation at
once and soon effecting a permanent cure.

Read this Testimonial:
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Eczema,
Hives
and Itching Piles

Yield easily after a few applications o f this
lotion.
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and the complexion clear.
Has no equal for

Lots of Others Just as Good.
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j The modern standU ard Family Medi-

A B. Gilman ,
f . e . Timberlake ,
President.
G. P. & T. A.
Geo. P hillips , Supt.
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Job Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED,
At
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R A N G E LEV

M rs. Harry P. Dill, E ditress.
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Leafless are the tree*; their purple branches
Spread themselves abroad, like reefs of coral
Rising silent
In the Red Sea of the winter sunset,
From the hundred ohimneys of the village
Like the Afreet in the Arabian story,
Smoky columns
Tower aloft into the air of amber.
At the window winks the flickering firelight;
Here and there the lamps of evening glimmer,
Social watch-flres
Answering one another through the darkness.

*

*

*

*

Each man’s chimney is his Golden Mile-stone;
Is the central point, from which he measures
Every distance
Through the gateways of the world around him.
In his farthest wanderings still he sees it;
Hears the talking flame, the answering nightwind.
As he heard them
Whon he sat with those who were, but are not
*
*
#
*
We may build more splendid habitations,
Fill our rooms with paintings and with sculp
tures,
But we cannot
Buy with gold the old associations!

—Longfellow.
An O u n ce o f P r e v e n tio n .

You all know the rest of the proverb
which evidently originated in those days
when medicine was dealt out on a gener
ous plan, and people swallowed quarts of
herb tea on the slightest provocation.
Everything, from the aromatic and not
unpleasant sage and catnip to the bitterest
wormwood, was pressed into service, on
the principle that if they did not cure, fieither would they kill.
But the ounce of prevention in this case
is the very little care which is all that is
necessai’y to guard against the colds, that
like beasts of prey, seem to be constantly
lying in wait for us.
In a previous article, fresh air was men
tioned as a great means of prevention.
Probably one-half of all the colds are
due to lack of sufficient ventilation. Now
while there are many colds for which we
are uot responsible, those that we suffer
from through lack of pure air in our own
dwellings must be our own fault. Even the
morning airing of rooms is not enough
and at other times during the day fresh air
should again be admitted.
If it is urged that it will cool the room,
1 would say that you hare only to increase
the heat of the fire during the process and
the fresh air will become warm as soon as
it enters. Especially in sick rooms should
such airings frequently occur, and if peo
ple generally knew the importance that
physicians attach to this one condition as
a means of recovery they would not fail to
see it complied with.
And the lack of pure air is only one way of
the many by which our foe finds entrance.
Carelessness is one of his greatest allies
and even the oldest and wisest do impru
dent things by which they fall into his
power.
I suppose we are all agreed that
colds are something we would gladly be
without. They are not interesting. Ask
your minister if he thinks them so, when
on every cold Sabbath during the winter
handkerchiefs are as much in evidence as
during a Chatauqua salute, and his most
telling sentences are punctuated by coughs
from his appreciative but afflicted audience.
And there is certainly nothing romantic
in a cold. What would be thought of a
novelist who should pose his beautiful her
oine on a divan, her lovely blue eyes weep
ing from a heavy cold, and her dear little
nose fast growing red and swollen, while

her lover sits by her pouring words of adora
tion into her willing ear. In the first place
the ear would not be a willing one, for no
woman likes to appear a fright tm the man
she loves, and though she may be in need
of consoling words she would probably
prefer them written instead of spoken.
However, novelists have never erred in
this respect.
There have been writers
whose heroines invariably had fevers at
some stage of the story, and if the poor
girl chanced to be endowed with an unde
sirable shade of hair it always came off
during tne opportune illness, and when she
next appeared, hair of an entirely different
shade graced her head. If it was desirable
to have it become curly that little change
was also effected.
Could one do as much with a common
cold? Nay, and no one has ever attempted
the impossible.
Colds have invented a language of their
own. We “ take” them, but do we? We
take samples of goods at fairs and ex
hibits, but supposing a choice collection of
colds were done up and labeled, “ take
one,” don’ t you think the whole consign
ment would go begging ? Again we “ catch”
them. In the old game of “ catch or tag”
each child did his best to catch, or avoid
being caught, and can you imagine any
one running after a cold? Ah no, the fact
is that the colds catch us, they slip in
through some unguarded portal which did
not seem worth guarding, and the first we
know they are in full possession, and then
all one can do is to compare notes with
some other victim.
But the spirit of reform is abroad in the
land, and perhaps the time may yet come
when we shall give as much attention to
keeping free from colds as we do now to
the cares of the household, “ to books, and
work, and healthful play.”
Hew to O bta in S p eed y R e lie f fr o m Nen>
r a lg ic P a in s .

LAKES.
“ IIOW SH AL L YE ESCA PE?”

The Scriptures may be a dangerous
weapon to put into the hands of those who
pervert their meaning, either intentionally
or through want of understanding. Ev
ery one has heard how Lorenzo Dow, hav
ing resolved to preach p, sermon against
women’s tall bonnets, took for his text
the words “ Topknot come down,” which
he had ingeniously perverted frpin the
lines, “ Let him which is on the housetop
net come down.”
Less artful than this, but quite as amus
ing, was the unconscious error made by a
young student of theology at Wilbraham
seminary, whose case was recently related
by an old divine. The student went out
one Saturday to preach his trial sermon.
When he returned Monday, the venerable
Dr. X said to him:
“ Well, how did you get along?”
“ Oh, very well, I thought.”
“ Glad to hear it. What was your text?”
“ ‘How shall we escape if we neglect so
great salvation.’ ”
“ Very good text—very good text. How
did you handle it?”
“ Well, first I showed them how great
this salvation was” —
“ That’ s right. And then?”
“ And then I told them how they might
escape if they neglected it.” —Youth's Com
panion.
How to Read-

Thai if the subject is a deep or serious
one it is almost always worth while to
read it over twice, to make sure that noth
ing has been missed or dropped or w rong
ly conceived or Interpreted.
That ideas, relations and statements of
fact are not to taken by storm; we must
steep them in the mind in the hope of
thus extracting their essence and signifi
cance.
That if one will allow an interval of time
to elapse after reading a work of this sort
before returning to it, it will be surprising
how clear and ripe that has become which
when we left it, seemed crude, obscure and
full of perplexity.

For facial neuralgia this is the very best
plan to secure quick relief: Heat a freestone
hot and roll up in a cloth, wetting one
side of it and turning about a teaspoonful
of essence of peppermint on the wet sur
face. Lay the head on this and cover the
So S a y s a W ise M oth er.
whole face warmly with flannel. It will
That we should begin very early to
give relief in almost every instance. Or
heat a basin of salt very hot, put it in a teach the children to distinguish between
bag and apply to the face; there is some right and wrong.
That “ Oh, he is too little to know any
thing about the salt that seems to relieve
the pain where simply the heat will not better,” is a very poor argument.
That although a child may be too little
help it.
to know better when he commits a wrong
act, he is not too little to be taught to
A minister missing one of his congrega know better than to do it again.
tion from church, called on him one day to
That the little ones snould never be al
see what was the matter.
lowed to tease and vent their anger on the
“ Well, Mr. McNab, I was wondering pet kitten, or some helpless animal, the
what was the matter that you were not mother saying nothing so long as the child
at church these few Sundays back.”
is amused by it.
“ Oh, I have been at Mr. Dunlop’s kirk.”
That it is the mother’ s duty to see that
Minister—“ Oh, I don’ t care for my con the children are provided with good litera
gregation going to other churches. How ture and bright picture books adapted to
would you like your sheep to go into their ages, from baby up; that she should
strange pastures?”
read to them and talk over what she has
Mr. McNab—“ Oh, I wadna care a grain read; that she should help them to analyze
if they got better grass.—Tid-Bits.
the illustrations, and look at them with
critical eyes; it will tend to make them
close observers.
SOAPSUDS IN STARCH .

Try stirring your starch smooth in a
littte soapsuds, then pour boiling water
over it until it becomes of the proper con
sistency; add one teaspoonful of white
sugar and let it boil ten minutes. This
will produce a fine gloss and will not stick
to the irons.
W illie Knew.

Papa—“ Willie, where are those apples
gone, that were in the storeroom?”
Willie—“ They are with the gingerbread
that was in the cupboard.” —New Castle
Chronicle.
For toast, cut stale bread into even
slices half an inch thick, and pare off the
crust. They cause the toast to warp, and
nobody likes to eat them.

AS SHE IS CALLED.
A G IR L’ S CHARACTER POSE AS SUGGESTED BY
H ER N AM E.

Anyone who is named Polly should be
cheerful aud lively; no one could imagine
a silent and dull Polly. Sybil suggests
softness and refinement, and Angelina
sentimentality. Edith should be aristo
cratic and Priscilla severe. Madeleine is
usually in novels a well-bred automaton;
she dresses admirably, talks faultlessly,
and acts becomingly. Ruth should be
simple, genuine, winning, full of modesty
and sterling to the core. Pauline is sup
posed to be lackadaisical, pretentious and
somewhat romantic. A certain hot house
aroma lingers around Blanche and Bertha.
They should be kept from the trials and
troubles of a stormy world. Fannie and
Kate are hoydenish and somewhat scat
ter-brained. Mary is all that is good^
Annie, gentle, graceful and good-looking.
Maud, somewhat reserved and aristo
cratic. Eliza, plain, but good. Jane is
good, serious and improves on acquain
tance. Ellen is not good-looking, but
what men call a thoroughly nice girl.
Dorothy, sweet, simple and charming.
Ethel, just an average girl and no more.
—Ex.
Amateur Nursing.

To a nervous patient the wrinkles which
come in the bedding may occasion real
suffering, and the lower sheet should be
drawn tightly to the under edges of the
mattress and securely pinned. Another
annoyance is the frequent necessary
change of bed linen, during which one in a,
weak condition is apt to take cold. This;
may be avoided if the nurse will arrange a.
part of the bed at a time. The soiled!
lower sheet must first be unpined from the
vacant side and be pushed as far towardl
the centre of the couch as possible. A
clean and thoroughly heated one replaces
it, being fastened to the lower edge of the
mattress and smoothed also toward the
center of the bed, where its extra width
lies in folds. The unused pillow now re
ceives its fresh, warm covering and the
patient may be gently moved to the place
prerated for his reception, while from the
now vacant part the soiled sheet may
easily be drawn and the new one be
stretched and fastened. During the oper
ation the warm upper covering has remain
ed undisturbed, being simply loosened at the
foot, and now from beneath this the upper
sheet may be drawn and be replaced by
another (heated, of course) without once
removing the blankets.—Harper’s Bazar.

BRAM BLES

Grate the rind of one lemon, remove the
seeds, and chop the lemon fine. Add one
cup raisins also chopped fine. One egg
beaten with one cup sugar. Beat all t o 
gether. Roll out very rich pie crust like
small turnovers. Fill with a scant table
spoonful of the mixture and bake.
Salem, Mass. M rs . E. A. C o g s w e l l . p r o v in c e c a k e

C o -o p e r a tiv e H o u s e k e e p in g .

Six women students of Bellamy who
are employed in the American paper goods
factory at Kensington, Conn., have put
their principles in active operation. These
young women have leased a house, in
which they live and have their being.
Everything except their clothing is owned
in common, and they take turns in doing
the housework. Two of them do it for
one week, then another pair assumes the
responsibility.
So successful has this
plan proved that more have applied than
can be accommodated, and it is proposed
to lease the Hotchkiss house, engage a
servant and enlarge the scope of usefulness
and happiness. One of the rigidly enforced
rules of this colony is that no male com
pany shall be admitted to the house.—
Troy Times.

.

One egg, half-cup butter, one cup sugar,
half cup molasses, half cup sour milk, three
cups flour, one cup raisins, one teaspoon
soda, all kinds of spice.
Rangeley.
M r s . G. M. E s t y .
M in c e -a n d -E s g s -

Mince cold mutton, veal, or chicken fine
ly. Have ready warmed a cupful of gravy,
left from yesterday, or made from the
bones of the roast. Season the meat well
aDd stir into this. Strew the bottom of a
buttered bake-dish thickly with dry crumbs
pour the mince upon it, cover with crumbs,
and set in the oven, covered, until bub
bling hot. Then break enough eggs over
the top to cover the mince well; stick bits
of butter here and there, pepper and salt,
and bake quickly until well “ set” Serve
in the bake-dish.
M a r io n H a r l a n d .

RANGELEY L A K E S .
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“ L ea f b y L ea f t h e R o s e s F a ll.”
The hill to prevent forest fires, to facili
tate the gathering of statistics, protec
tion of fish and game and the registration
of guides, etc, is being pruned somewhat.
Mr. Stanley, on his recent visit to this
place, informed R a n g e l e y L a k e s that the
commissioners would withdraw the clause
relative to charging $3.00 for licensing a
guide, and that the reports called for
would be very much simplified, the blanks
to be filled would in most cases simply re
quire “ yes” or “ no” to be written and
that it would “ not takfe a minute to fill
one out.” •
Now comes Mr. Carleton and announces
that the badge will be dispensed with if
desired and that one trip by a person not
a professional guide would not render him
liable for guiding without a license. So
far so good. Give it a few more prunings
gentlemen, and then girdle the stub.

take. Some of the best men will probably were necessary to wralk under a ladder to
go down and they will have authority to do so. Most all of us have some pet
superstition, even if we scoff at the “ fool
engage an attorney to assist them.
ishness” of others.
Col. E. C. Farrington, of Augusta, in
Culture.is no longer confined within the
spector of rifle practice, arranged half
fares on the Maine railroads for persons city limits of Bdston and the muchwishing to attenS the hearing on the guide satirized West is taking up the matter
license this week. His letter to R a n g e - with a vengeance. Profiting by the fail
ures of the many efforts that have been
l e y L a k e s reached us after the paper was
made in the various parts of the country
out.
to stop the habit of spitting in public
Why attempt to pass a law that is so places, the Topeka sanitary department
universally obnoxious to the class of decided to have printed and pasted on the
citizens it will effect?
In this region sidewalks small posters reading: “ Hogs
R a n g e l e y ” L a k e s 'h a s * ' conversed” with spit on the sidewalk; gentlemen in the
nearly every guide and many of our gutter.” How delicate!
citizens, and it has yet to find a person
The United States is a nation of sudden
who favors a license for guides. In the
Dead River region but tw o persons are ups and downs and the poor man of to
known who favor the license, o n e t guide day is the capitalist of to-morrow.
That’ s a trite saying. Y ou’ ve all heard
the other a hotel man.
Our guides are nearly all in the .voods. it before and we only mention it now to
They could [not.spend the time to come enforce a recent example. Congressman
out and attend the hearing at Augusta Sprague, the new Representative from the
that took place this week. They, have eleventh Massachusetts district, is said to
confidence in] the men that compose the be the richest member of the House. His
legislature and trust that they will not wife is said to possess $25,000,000, and on
put a law so entirely uncalled for on them. her wedding day she gave “ Charlie” a
If the outlook at this first hearing seems check for $1,000,000, the sum he has since
favorable for the passage of the bill the greatly increased. Mr. Sprague was a
guides from Rangeley and Dead River young lawyer in Boston before his mar
regions will be heard from at the next riage.
meeting.

In An Editorial Way.
Everybody is the object of somebody’ s
suspicion, and should regulate his conduct
with that thought in mind.—Boston Post.
[SiWhose umbrella have you stolen? □ .ID
A fish trust is a new idea. Trusts have
got most of the earth and are now going
for the water, but happily the air is still
exempt.—Philadelphia Tim es. a
Fish stories have always been taken on
trust.

So far it has only cost $1,000,001) to
“ settle” the Fair estate; but the- lawyers
are hopeful that they may be able'to pull
out a dollar or tw o more before'they let
F r a n k l i n , Som erset & K ennebec Railway. go.
From Hon. Leonard A tw ood, of Phila
Mr. Bayard gets th e personally presentdelphia, we have received a copy of an act
to incorporate the Franklin, Somerset & ed pictures of the Prince and'Princess of
Kennebec Railway Company, now pending Wales to bring home. Like some Ameri
before the legislature, also a map showing cans, the Prince and Princess evidently
look upon Mr. Bayard as more than half
the different routes proposed.
Starting from the terminal of the Sandy an Englishman.
River and Maine Central Railroad Com
The servant girls of Detroit, Mich., are
panies in Farmington to New Sharon but
taking steps, to w a rd the form ationjof a
one location is made. From the latter
labor union, which is to classify the occu
place there are three. One to Norridgepation,' stipulate the .wages to be paid,
wock, one to Waterville and the third to
and to arrange for afternoons and even
either Augusta or Gardiner. The condi
ings [“ out.” The employer in these days
tions of the act are that a survey of the
is apt t o ' find himself in reality the em
line shall be made from Farmington to
New' Sharon on or before August 1, of the ploye.
present year, and the completion of that
□ Listen, ye superstitious, and keep- your
portion of the line on or before Dec. 31,
eyes peeled-for the three-cent pieces. G it is
1898, and the completion of the whole line
fashionable to wear charms, and none of
to either Norridgewock, Waterville, Au
them are more valued than £the 3-cent
gusta or Gardiner on or before Dec. 31,
piece, with a hole in it .ljlt is difficult, to
1S99.
get such a coin, however, for it must come
This looks more like a railroad from
to one.in the ordinary wayjjof circulation.
Rangeley to the Kennebec than ever be
Otherwise no luck is supposed, to attend.
fore, and with the various towns, through
which the road will pass, doing their very
□ A*;Paris' burglar, who had lofty ideas
best to have it go their way it would not
and aspirations, and yearned to*be at the
be surprising if Dec. 31, 1897 should see one
top -of h is 1profession,, recently >made his
of the roads in running order.
way- to the. summit of Eiffel Tower and
The Augusta or Gardiner route would
cracked a couple of safes belonging to the
be of the most benefit to this section and
restaurant;, and ^theatre, which are [conto Franklin county. It would shorten the
du ctedj'at'that giddy height. DThere is
route to the capital over 50 miles and also
high •art, even’ among thieves, it would
make a great saving in time.
seem.
The corporators are Leonard Atw ood,
Wm. D. Hewett, W. H. Ambler, of Phila
Dr. Nansen, the Swedish explorer, in
delphia; Pa.; H. H. Rice, F. W . Butler,
stead of entertaining any superstitious
Andrew Croswell, Geo. H. Stinchfleld, of
notions in regard to the number 13, con
Farmington; H. B. Prescott and Nathan
siders it rather lucky than otherwise.
iel Harding, of New Sharon. Mr. Atw ood
There were 13 men in the crew of the
is a native of Farmington Falls.
Fram, his ship escaped from the ice on
Aug. 13, and he arrived home on Aug. 13,
The guides will now arrange what form 1896.
But perhaps the learned doctor
their opposition to the license bill will would not discover the pole at all, if it

John F. Perkins who has been quite ill is
improving.
North Franklin Grange held its regular
meeting Saturday. Very good attend
ance.
Eastman Ross, raised 60 barrels of Snow
apples last year; he now has a few barrels
left. They are nice and sound and out of
the whole lot he has less than a peck of
rotted ones.
The Relief Corps will hold a quilt and
apron sale Thursday evening at the
Grange Hall. An entertainment of sing
ing, recitations and instrumental music
will be provided.
Samuel Grover, a native of Pleasant
Valley and now a celebrated checker ex
pert, will begin a match in Boston, next
Monday with Ha ray Freedman, a young
Scotchman who has come to this country
expressly for this match. The match is for
$200 a side, 20 games.
Miss Jessie Toothaker who has been
teaching at West Bath in this State is
spending her vacation at home.
Mrs. Sarah Bangs returned Monday
night from a visit to Rumford Falls.
Hescock & A tw ood are tearing away
the small addition that has been in
front of their mill.

George Toothaker, one of our oldest
citizens, was stricken with some kind of a
A striking feature of “ the new journal paralytic shock Monday.
The first half dozen spools mado at
ism” is its extreme personality. No event
that is considered worthy of being fully Austin’ s mill were made this week. The
reported is deemed to be properly exploit editor o f the R a n g e l e y L a k e s h a s the
ed unless portraits of the leading actors very first one which is to he placed in the
therein are presented, says the Baltimore Public Library.
Sun. The candidate newly nominated for
John Z. Everett who sold out his harness
an office, however small, must have his business some years ago on account of his
picture printed.
The latest murderer health has the past season built a new
must have equal rights. Suicides, eloping shop and resumed his old business. He
lovers, burglars, suitors for divorce, will he pleased to have his old patrons
sporting characters of all sorts, staid and friends call and see him. He feels that
merchants and reverend gentlemen, all he can ensure them as good work and at
alike, if they happen to be connected with as moderate prices as formerly. His new
the news of the morning, are considered shop is on Depot St., opposite Wilbur A
to be fit subjects for the new journalism’ s Co’ s, wholesale warehouse.
camera. Evex'ybody who is at all in the
J! D. H u ntoon/of Rangeley, visited at
public eye must furnish his or her photo W. S. Badger’s Monday.
graph for newspaper reproduction, or else
Miss Annie Timberlake will leave Fri
expect to see a “ fake” one published.
And, oftener than you may think, it is the day for Boston, where she will entei the
New England conservatory where she will
“ fake” that is used.
take the course of dramatic reading.
P h illip s L oca ls. C o n t in u e d .

Miss Georgine Wilbur leaves the last of
the week for Boston, where she will pass
the remainder of the winter.

Mr. Hutchins, of Los Angelos, Cali
Now the birch, pulp wood
fornia, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Will
w ood is being rushed in.
Staples,
Where is the cobbler?
Deputy Sheriff Noble went to Rangeley

and cord

Thursday.

Joel Carlton is getting up some fancy
Blue Mountain Lodge of Masons will light harness.
Dr. Palmer was in town Monday and
attend the evening services at Union
church next Sunday, Feb. 6, by invitation wfnt through to Rangeley on the after
of Rev. Br. DeMott.
noon-train.
H.
B. Austin and W. A. D. Cragin with Col. E. M. Robinson went to Farmingtheir wives attended “ Ladies’ Night” at ton as juryman Tuesday.
the Shriners Temple in Lewiston last
Mrs. Ed. Greenwood is in Farmington,
Thursday.
for a few days.
Mr. Butler, of Waterville, was the guest
of Mr. De M ott last week.

There is little rivalry on birch and the
price has advanced; this causes a smile
Seth E. Beedy and an assistant have
from those who bring it in.
been putting in new instruments on the
Miss Emma Timberlake returned from
telephone line and a new switch in the
Livermore Monday night.
central.
The King’ s Daughters who were pre
School Notes, Phillips.
vented from meeting last Friday on ac
Guy Harden has been confined to the
count of the weather are again invited to
meet with Miss Cora Wheeler on Friday house for a few days on account of weak
next, Feb. 5. Quotations will be from Mrs. eyes.
It is understood that quite a large
Harriet Beecher Stowe.
amount of new apparatus is soon to be
The lodge of G ood Templars installed added to the laboratory to be used by the
their officers for the coming quarter as chemistry and physics classes.
The cold weather and snow of last week
follow s: Chief Templar, W. W. Austin;
prevented quite a number of scholars from
Vice Templar, Blanche Kenniston; S. J. attending school.
T., Mrs. Julius Blanchard; Sec., Otto
Prof. Austin gives talks each morning
Badger; F. S., Don Harden; T., Julius about current events, sciences, etc. He
also
requires each pupil to be fully pre
Blanchard; M., Colby Whittemore; C.,
Andrew Aldrich; G., Howard Oakes; pared to answer questions on those topics.
The seniors a,re writing their essays,
Sent., Henry Leighton.
which are to be given at the graduating
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Davenport and exercises next March.
The biography and writings of and
children are with Mrs. George H. Cush
man, for the winter, to give the children quotations from the English poet, Byron,
are to be taken at the morning exercises
better school facilities.
this week.

o
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GIANT M OOSE AND DEER

TH E BO Y WHO W AN TS A GUN-

Records Broken in Maine—D ecline o f Cari How Y ou n gsters May be T u rn ed
bou, Bears and Game BirdsSportsm en W ithout Risk-

Into

The hunting season which came to an
Nelson Eddy is a 14-year-old South Da
end Dec. 31 has not only proved that kota lad who wants to know how he can
Maine is one of the greatest game regions convince his mother that a gun doesn’ t in
FREEM AN TIBB ETTS, Vice President.
in the world, but it has also produced variably shoot the boy who uses it. His
AKTIIUK E. OAKES, Secretary,
GEORGE OAKES, Treasurer.
some of the most majestic specimens of mother is the widow of a man who was a
E. B H E R R IC K , Collector.
moose and deer that have ever been shot thorough sportsmen, and killed dozens of
on this continent.
Until this year a deer and hundreds of birds. In spite of
DIRECTORS :
moose head owned by Eugene M. Hersey, this the mother fears to allow her son to
Elmer Snowman,
Frank Nile,
Alva Sprague,
Charles Haley,
of Bangor, and another from Maine, use a gun. To turn a boy loose with a gun
Aaron Soule,
Melvin D. Tibbetts,
John J. Wilbur.
which was presented to President Cleve would be like giving a child a hammer and
land tw o years ago, were the largest ever a stick of dynamite, hut in every place
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
measured. Neither of these had a spread is to be found some one who is thoroughly
ELMER S nowman
A aron S o u le ,
F r a n k N il e .
of horns beyond fifty-two inches. Late in familiar with firearms, having been a hun
October a Mr. Rothschild, of New York ter for years. Nearly always such a man
“ T h e object of th is A ssociation sh all be to protect and aid in the propaga- city, shot a moose on the upper waters of
as this likes to see a boy show enthusiasm
tionof fish and gam e; to secure w ise and practical legislation on a ll m a tte rs per the West Branch which had antlers fifty- in hunting matters. Better yet, such a
seven inches from tip to tip, and palms man likes to tell the youngsters how guns
tain in g to the interests of the fish and gam e in the w aters and forests know n as
that were thirteen and fourteen inches ought to be handled, telling them of the
t h e ‘ R an g ele y Lakes re g ion ;’ to secure good reliable guides for sportsm en and
wide. This moose stood six feet one inch deaths and mannings due to carelessness
to u rists, to regulate a uniform rate of w ages for guides belonging to the asso high at the fore shoulders, and was esti
and ignorance, and of the pleasures of be
mated to weigh 1,200 pounds. Beyond a ing careful and skilful. With such a man
ciation.
doubt it is the largest moose ever killed in no boy would be in danger even with a
“ Rangeley Lakes” the Official Organ.
Maine..
loaded gun in his hands. Nor does it take
Until this year a deer which was killed long for the axioms of gun users to become
next session of the legislature, can present four years ago and weighed 262 pounds a part of the boys learning.
F ish and Game Legislation.
after the viscera had been removed was
a new code from beginning to end.
It might be well to pay the local sports
There is danger that the fish and game
said to be the heaviest animal of its kind men a small sum, and he would gladly take
L icensin g Guidesinterests of the State may be injured in
ever killed in Maine. This season a deer the youngster with sporting blood to the
O nawa , Me., Jan. 27, 1897.
the coming legislature unless the plans of
weighing 274 pounds was put on the scales fields, to flush and shoot the pointed bird
Commissioner
Carleton’
s
bill
does
not
those who are in favor of far-fetched legis
at Norcross, while two others have been or kill the hopping rabbit. A good many
lation are frowned upon by those who are strike the minds of the people here very killed each of which weighed more than
boys have been injured by trying to hunt
not easily carried away by impractical well, and it is much talked about. The 270 pounds.
alone secretly, and even killed because they
game
laws
are
well
enough
without
any
theories. The principal thing demanded
To offset these large moose and deer the did not have proper training. Many a 14of the legislature in its efforts to advance amendments, if only enforced The licens few caribou which have been killed have
year-old has killed a deer, and there are
fish and game interests is the passage of a ing guides, we think, is only to make more been very small and poor. Hunters say
ten-year-olds a-plenty who break pigeons
business
for
the
young
lawyer.
If
a
farmer
bill carrying a generous appropriation for
that the caribou are so scarce and the sur- at the trap in a way surprising to older
wants
to
go
into
the
woods
for
a
buck,
the employment of a sufficient number of
vivers have inbred to such an extent that shooters.
trustworthy wardens to secure the en with a party of friends, he ought to have the race is running out. Several trust
forcement of existing laws. It would be that privilege without being obliged to worthy men declare that a long close time
The Fox on Ice.
no great misfortune if not a single addi take out a license. Better make a law cannot save the Maine caribou unless an
Mr. Arthur Talbot Lincoln writes from
tion or change in these laws should be that the guide cannot shoot the game for infusion of fresh blood from other herds is
made. Possibly some minor changes are the party he is with. Let “ sports” get crossed upon the survivors. Those that Dennysville, Me., to the Listener in the
desirable.
It may perhaps be wise to their own game and you will see a marked remain are so closely related that they Boston Transcript:—
“ I noticed in the Transcript of Jan. 13,
place greater restrictions upon the moose increase of moose, deer and caribou. The will become extinct from natural causes in
hunters. A shortening of the season on deer have been on the increase here for the a few years. The bears killed in 1896 were your account of the fox crossing the ice,
large game in general might prove of ad past five years. They are educated, too, much smaller than the average of past and was much interested in it, as you are
vantage, hut ail such radical innovations and let a man g o in the woods with one of years. An aged bear—so old that his the only person I know of who has noticed
at the imposition of a license system upon those badges on and he would drive them teeth were worn down to the gums—was that a fox when crossing ice runs more
guides or visiting sportsmen are uncalled all out of the country. They know when killed near Mattawamkeag in October, slowly than usual, and evidently with cau
it is close time and come quite near the and, though he was fat and seemed to tion. Several times in my life I have seen
for and unwise.
The angling and hunting furnished by house. We hope that we have sent men to have been healthy, he weighed only 2S0 foxes crossing ponds or lakes, and, as in
the waters and woods of Maine are now Augusta who will look after such things pounds. The old-time bears, that weigh your instance, the ice was not always
sources of a generous revenue to the State, and not tinker with the game laws too ed anywhere from 350 to 600 pounds, are smooth, and they always seemto run care
a revenue as large as could be expected. much.—E. C. Morrill in Lewiston Journal.
no more, and the man who gets a 300- fully. Ia none of the instances was the
Now all that is necessary is to maintain
pound bear nowadays may consider him fox followed by the dogs, so it cannot be
A Com m unication,
entirely due to his trying to cover his
the conditions that make this revenue To the Editors of Rangeley Lakes:
self lucky indeed.
scent.
possible. This can probably be accomp
While
the
caribou
and
bears
are
suffer
I should like to know what the guides
“ In one instance I came suddenly out of
lished simply hy providing a suitable war
ing
from
degeneration,
the
raccoons
and
are going to do if they cannot pass an ex
the
w oods on the shore of a small lake up
den service and by the usual aid furnished
amination. There are lots of well edu foxes are growing bigger every season. on a fox standing eating something on
to those associations that are engaged in
Several
coons
that
weighed
from
35
to
40
cated men that could pass an examination
the glassy, smooth ice. He was so startled
fish and game propagation and preserva
but could not bait a hook or row a boat, pounds each have been killed lately. by my sudden appearance that he started
tion. The less complicated the system of
Foxes
weighing
from
12
to
18
pounds
are
or even tell a trout from a chub. Is the
off with a rush, which resulted in his fall
fish and game laws, the better, and the en
sportsman going to hire that kind of a not uncommon. These heavy foxes are ing flat; then getting on his feet again and
actment of license laws, in our opinion, is
the
ones
that
hunt
in
the
woods
far
from
guide? I think not. I think that there
again starting, only with the same success.
neither necessary nor called for by public
would be just as much sense in obliging a human » habitations. As for the little This he repeated several times before he
sentiment.— Waterville Mail.
woods
gray
fellows
which
hunt
mice
in
man to take out a license to work on a
pulled himself together enough to trot
farm or in a mill, or store, or do any other fields and steal chickens from farmyards, away at a fair gate. It was certainly a
they
are
growing
smaller
and
more
worth
A nother Guide Speaks.
kind of labor.
laughable sight, to see his very undignified
I think it should be for every guide’ s less every season, and it would be a good unfoxlike sprawling.
I do not believe in a law to compel
thing for Maine if they were all killed off.
interest
to
protect
the
fish
and
game
with
guides to have a license. This is a country
“ Certainly the fox’ s caution cannot be
Tbe supply of game birds grows rapidly
of freedom and liberty and to compel a out being obliged to take out a license.
due to his fear of breaking through the ice,
less.
Partridges,
though
they
grow
J. O. N il e .
man to have a license before he can guide
scarcer and wilder every year, are making for of all animals the fox comes nearest to
another through our woods, looks to me
SEA SHORE FISHERIES.
a good struggle, and have furnished much having wings. When a boy I have caught
to be unconstitutional and unjust, and
They go into winter them when only a few days old and
Laws F u ll o f I n c o n s is t e n c ie s a n d F lat excellent sport.
then I do not see any good arising from
quarters with thinned ranks, but there brought them up by hand till they were
C o n t r a d ic t io n s ’
such a step. It would meet with the same
are still enough left for seed, if the winter full grown. They were pets and played
Since Maine became a state, 76 years
fate as did the peddlers’ license. When
with a small black and tan terrier which
ago, the law makers have been constantly proves kind and the foxes do not molest
American citizens havo to have a license at work passing laws in regard to the them too much.
was considered a very active one, but foxes
to show another man through our forests seacoast fisheries. All together there is a
were infinitely more so, and it seemed as
and also a license to have a camp in which mass of such enactments in which are
if they did not even bend over the tops of
J. Leslie Putnam, amateur taxidermist,
many
inconsistencies
and
fiat
contradic
to shelter himself from ihe cold and storm,
tions. The last Legislature referred all has mounted eight deer heads this fall, and the grass upon the lawn as they ran about
it is about, time for some of us to see if these laws to a commission, to be appoint
and played at hide and seek with the dog.
has done some very good work. One head
there is not another continent on which to ed by the Gbvernor, and as such commis
It certainly seemed as if they ran light
he
found
had
been
fired
at
with
a
charge
enough to cross water without ice on it!”
settle thirteen moro colonies and fight for sion the Governor named Fish Commis
sioner O. B. Whitten, George A. Curran of small shot some time previous to its
freedom and liberty.
J •T. Merrill.
of Calais and Judge Willis T. Emmons, of being killed. One eye was put out and its
Saco. The duty of these gentlemen is to
Grand Lake Stream.
The party that had the December dinner
codify the fisheries laws and make them lower jaw broken on both sides, one side
of which had knit, but the other had not. at Billy Soule’ s, Cupsuptic Lake have
clear
and
intelligible.
When
this
commis
It begins to look as if the fish and game
sion shall have finished its work and the Several shot were found in his head and issued a most unique souvenir of the
laws will remain about as they were last Legislature shall have passed upon it,
neck. The deer was shot by Stillman event. It consists of a lithograph of a
year. There are so many changes propos there should be no need of bothering with
Mclntire, of Peru, who reports him to be trout on a sheet of imitation birch bark,
these
laws
for
some
years
to
come.
ed that it looks as if the easiest way out
If a commission had been appointed to reduced to almost a skeleton. Mr. Put on the trout is the “ menu” and the names
would b« to let well enough alone since
nam has several birds and eagles in the and titles of all present, from the host t o
there seems no disposition to rub out and codify tbe inland fish laws and then we
process of mounting.—Rumford Falls Times. the hostler.
'
should
know
better
where
we
are
at.
begin new. The commissioners, at the
JAMES MATHIESON, President.

RANGELEY LAKES.
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WE HAVE N O TICE D IT.
T h e D if f e r e n c e o f B e in g I n a n d B e in g
O u t is C o n s p i c u o u s .

i Special Correspondence of R angeley L akes]

lists serve to disguise the wearer. The
lady started to walk in as soon as the
door was opened, but the maid blocked
the way and muttering something about
Mrs.------- —— being very busy, asked the
name of the caller. Fairly shaking with
laughter, thecaller said “ Mrs. Cleveland,”
as she brushed past the astonished maid
and unceremoniously hunted up her friend,
the mistress of the house, to tell her all
about it. The maid had failed to recog
nize the “ first lady of the land” although
she constantly sees her.
Elegant dinner parties have been the
specialty of the week in social circles.
Among those of a semi-official nature was
that given to President and Mrs. Cleve
land by Secretary and Mrs. Lamont, and
that given by the Austrian-Hungarian
Minister and Baroness von Hengelmuller.
The intense cold weather has materially
affected attendance at afternoon recep
tions and teas, and in fact at everything
else.
One of the novel features of the coming
inaugural parade will be a company of
Indians, in all the picturesqueness of their
bright colors and distinctive costumes. If
the attempt to secure the attendance of
the Indian students from Carlisle proves
successful, they will be placed next to the
Indians in native costumes so as to pre
sent to the spectator an object lesson of
what civilization and education are doing
for the Indians.

W a s h in g t o n , D. C., Jan. 27. Ih e dif
ference between being in and being out
must have strongly expressed itself upon
Mrs. Dominis, more widely known as
ex-Queen Liliuokalani of Hawaii, during
her present visit to Washington. Ten
years ago Mrs. Dominis visited Washing
ton for the first time, in company with her
sister-in-law who was then Queen of
Hawaii, and the royal party was received
with official honors by Mr. Cleveland,
who was then, as now, President, and
social attentions were lavished upon its
members by the women of the administra
tion. Mrs. Dominis was then in. This
time she had to ask an audience with the
President, stating specifically that it was
to be informal and personal, before she
so t it, and when during her fifteen minutes
stay in the Red Room of the White House
she asked if she might see Mrs. Cleveland
she was told that Mrs. Cleveland had
gone out walking just as she came in.
Inasmuch as this audience was at an hour
set by Mr. Cleveland several hours before,
it must have been perfectly plain to Mrs.
Dominis that Mrs. Cleveland went walk
ing expressly to avoid meeting her. Mrs.
Dominis is now out. The ex-Queen has
had many callers, most of whom she has
P o in t s A b ou t Old M aine.
declined to see, but no invitations to call
at the house of any person of social or of
[New York Journal.]
ficial prominence. Probably her only
This State is built on a rock; not the dry
callers not prompted by curiosity were
rock of prohibition, hut a real stony rock.
tw o ladies, who formerly resided in Hono
It is the most northeastern of all the states
lulu, and the Secretary General of the
and has its name on the light house book
Supreme Council, Scottish Rite, who cal
at Washington the oftenest. Whenever
led officially to tender condolence on the
the administration has any money to
death of her husband, who was a thirtyspare, it always buys a new light house
third degree mason. Mrs. Dominis is a
for the Maine coast, and notwithstanding
very
ordinary
looking
middle-aged,
such a policy, pursued relentlessly for 120
stockily-built mulatto, and if she possesses
odd years, even now the hardy Maine fish
the education and culture which Capt.
erman gets lost in the fog occasionally
Julius A. Palmer, of Boston, who is the
when returning from a sardine hunt.
apparent manager of the present Dominis
Maine’s chief productions are wooden
outfit, says she has, she exhibited very
steamboats laths, ice, logs, home-made
little of either to the numerous newspaper
butter and genuine French bottled sar
men and women who called on her during
dines. Farming is also indulged in as a
the tw o hours she assigned to their recep
bluff and a lure for the summer boarder.
tion.
Maine farms are rocky, but grow every
None o f the many stories told of the
thing from a toadstool, to a pickled olive:
acts of tactful hostesses to cover an acci
when a Maine man decides to adopt agri
dent or blunder on the part of a guest are
culture as a professisn, he selects the larg
prettier than the one now being told
est rock he can find and builds a house on
about Mrs. Westinghouse. It was at one
one corner of it, leaves it out doors tw o
of the Westinghouse receptions and the
or three seasons. By the third summer
large saloon parlors were profusely decor
sufficient dirt has accumulated to grow
ated with cut roses. One of the guests
garden truck, and in five years a good hay
who was not personally known to Mrs.
crop is possible; at the end of the tenth
Westinghouse asked her, along towards
season the “ land is all wore out” and the
the close of the reception, if she might
farmer buys a new ledge and starts over
have some of the roses. “ Certainly, help
again.
yourself,” replied the hostess. Somehow
It is winter when Maine is in her juciest
in reaching after a big bunch of roses she
mood; during the summer the farmer wears
managed to knock down and break into a
the mask of $$$$$, and smiles at the scoffs
thousand pieces a handsome and costly
of the city idler, but when J. Frost blows
vase. Mrs. Westinghouse went to her at
his icy breath, the sleighing and fun begin
once with a smiling face and inquired if
and the Maineite smiles as he makes his
she had hurt herself, and seeing that
bets on the ice crop with the same money
water had been spilled on her guest’ s dress
he earned from the city Idler. The Icicle
.stooped and wiped it off with a lace hand*
droops from the pretty pink nose of your
kerchief that every woman in the room
partner for the next waltz, and fun goes
knew to be worth a small fortune. And
around on skates. Even the poor can take
she didn’ t stop at that, but going to
ice all winter.
another vase removed the big bunch of
Maine has had many inducements to
roses it contained and tying them up with
move south, but prefers her present loca
that elegant lace handkerchief presented
tion, claiming that the further she is from
them to her awkward guest, with the
Washington the better can she control
hope that she would at once dismiss the
national politics.
accident from her mind.
In summer everything is high in Maine
There are just three or four houses in
but the thermometer; even the lattitude Is
Washington at which Mrs. Cleveland is
way up.
intimate enough to make informal calls.
When visiting Maine leave Boston by
A t one of these the other afternoon the
boat at 5 p. m., stay up all night to count
mistress had specially instructed the inaid
the lighthouses, and fish for lobstsrs over
—she doesn’ t live up to the style of a man the rail; bait either with a live cinder from
servant to attend the door—to admit no the boiler room, or a bag of chow-chow;
one. About 5 o ’clock the bell rang. The the lobster likes something hot.
maid went to the door and there stood a
When returning, arrive in Boston on the
lady in a handsome brown ulster, tipped milk train; this is the only train from
with fur and a natty little brown hat, and Maine that gets in on time; it has to, or
one of those heavy dotted veils which in
I deliver sour milk.
addition to making business for the ocu-

M a in e ’s O w n i s A lw a y s t h e R e s t .

Every State has its own Keeley Institute.
Maine’s Keeley Institute is in Deering. Every
train on the Maine Central and the Portland &
Rochesner Railroad stop at this station (West
brook Junction). It is the best, the nearest,
and cheapest and has a Keeley graduate for
its physician, who understands every pang and
want of the patient. This is the only Keeley
Institute in New England authorized by Dr.
Leslie E. Keeley, or the Keeley Co. to do busi
ness in Maine. Look around you and see the
permanent cures from your own Institute.

MILLINERY ’
F a l l a n d W in te r H a t s
Now ready at

Mrs. H. H. DILL’ S
Call and examine my Complete and Stylist

Y O U W ANT

THE BEST
And that is what you will get if you sub
scribe for the

The Bangor Semi-Weekly News
The best publication o f its kind in Maine.

Tw ice a week.
One Dollar.

line of

Trimmed
AND

Untrimmed Hat&.
1 have also an extensive line of ladies’ and
children’s

Underwear, Hosiery, Kid Gloves,
Worsteds, Yarns, Stamped
Linens, Etc.

Langdon

k Batchellers

Glove-Fitting

It contains all the latest news by telegraph,
cable and special correspondence, with un
excelled market and marine reports. More
news from Maine towns than can be found in
any other paper.
Try a pair. You will wear no others. A few

CO RSETS.

Feather Boas

Legislative News.

Our own special correspondent at Augusta
will furnish all the news of the Legislative ses In Ostrich and Coq left. You are cordially in
sion. These reports will not be equalled by
vited to call and examine my stock before
any other paper.
CIS
purchasing elsewhere.

News of Congress.

Full telegraphic reports of each day’s doings
at the national capitcl will be found in the
Semi-Weekly News.

M rs . H . H . D I L L ,
Main Street,

Rangeley, Maine.

Send in your Subscriptions.
The Semi-Weekly News is published on
Tuesday end Friday of each week, and the
subscription price is only $1.00 a year.

B.

Pratt,

Finery

Bangor Publishing Co.,
Bangor, Me.

A tto rn v v at L aw ,

P E illip s ,

.•

•

U a in e .

Sandy River Creamery
PHILLIPS, M E .

BUTTER, CREAM
and BUTTERMILK
hotel and camp
Order direct, or through

Furbish, Butler & Oakes,
RANGELEY.

S. Q. H A LE Y, Prop.,
P H IL L IP S .
g^ H an d les L. B. Bunnell's private dairy
±reene, beat in the County.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, tree, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency for securing patents
In America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific Journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year {
$L5Gsix months. Specimen copies and HAND
Book on Patents sent free. Address
M U N N & C O .,
3 6 1 B roa d w a y , N ew Y o r k .

tx*S

LIND Id CALIFORNIA.
I can sell parties who are desirous o f locating
in California, R eal Estate in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or m ore acres, situated In, what I con 
sider the best part o f California, from 80 to 60
mles from the ocean, just brought into the
m arket by the Coast Line R. R. from San
F rancisco to L os Angelos. I d o not urge p eo
ple t o leave Maine, but if any are com ing here,
I can help them to land at from 86 to $60 per
acre, as good as can be bought In other parts
o f the state fo r $400 per acre. Climate fine.
W ell w ooded, pine and oak. G ood water.
This is the best chan ce for a poor man t o get
land and make a start o f any place I have seen
n this state. F or particulars write or call on
me.
Address,
S E W A R D DILL,
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
A . R. BOOTH,
El P aso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
?0o.. CaL

Caretto, end Tmde-Mnrin obtained nttt oh TsaL
eat btula— conducted for
raws.
OunOFFicnieOrreerrnu. • . Paftaverrioc ‘
end we can secure patent ia leee Mom isim Umw*
remote from Washington.
i Send model, drawing or
with leenrlytion. We advise, if patentable er net, (th it
charge.
till
teat la
‘ aeenreC ,
charge, Oar
fa r fee
lee not due
ane M
il pa
patent
i A Paw ph u t . " How to Obtain Patent*,” with
eeet ol same in the U. S. aad foreign eemeriar
Mat free. Addreee,

\

C . A.

S N O W A, C O .

Ripans T abules.

Ripans Tabulea cure dizziness.
Ripans Tabules cure headache.
Ripans Tabules cure torpid liver.
R ipans T a b u le s: pleasant laxative.

i

RANGELEY LAKES
The value of these heads.depends not only
upon the workmanship and time which are
put in on them, but also upon the quality
of the wax used.
ARTISTIC WORK IN G E T T I N G UP DRY
A good wax head will never become
greasy and shiny from heat and will stand
GOODS DUMMIES.
without injury a comparatively high tem
perature. The surface is protected by a
The Best Models A re Found A m ong the coating of fine po.vder, which is blown on
Italians—Putting on Hair a Difficult and while the wax is slightly softened by heat.
Tedious Operation—Modelers K eep the The composition of high grade wax is care
fully guarded by the manufacturers, each
Craft In Their Own Families.
having a secret process of his own.
When the mouth of a wax figure is shown
The dry goods men, with stores on prom
slightly open, real teeth are inserted. As
inent thoroughfares, employ in their estab
the faces will be seen at a distance, the
lishments wax figures modeled from life, eyebrows and eyelashes are slightly exag
Ind some of them, by the way, are remark gerated, on the same principle that actors
ably accurate facsimiles.
and actresses make up the eyebrows and
These figures always picture very pretty eyelashes on the stage, so that they will
women. Frequently well lcrown actresses show properly.
and noted beauties sit for their models in
Not only the wax figures to be seen in
wax, which are intended to grace the shop show windows, but also at waxwork ex
of some well known dry goods merchant. hibitions, are made as above described.
When these wax models are arrayed in all Expert wax modelers are scarce and com
the finery of the season, they present a mand a high salary. The trade generally
very fetching appearance, and doubtless runs along from father to son, because the
by their attractiveness warrant the ex tvax modelers refuse to teach their craft to
penditure of a considerable sum of money any but their own family.
Decessary for their purchase.
Wax figures are frequently used by med
The making of these figures in Philadel ical colleges and institutions to demon
phia is a very interesting and a compara strate anatomical monstrosities or peculiar
tively new industry. Until a few years ago conditions of the human system under
only the inferior grades were made here, certain circnmstances, and there are mod
the better figures all coming from abroad, elers who devote their time almost exclu
and at the moment, although the home sively to preparing special models to order
manufactured article has not entirely dis for medical institutions.—Philadelphia
placed the foreign one, yet the wax figures Times.
made in Philadelphia are quite equal to
any imported, even those coming from V i
T h e F re n c h R e p u b lic .
enna, which has long held the premium
A writer in Macmillan’s Magazine com
for making the most artistic and lifelike ments on French politics of today and rath
wax models for show windows.
er questions the future of the republic. He
The great majority of figures are made dreads the influence of Radicals and Social
from living models, although a cast from ists:
one model serves for a good many figures.
If M. Thiers has been reported truly, he
Am ong the Italians on South Eighth street must have been one of the most sagacious
some of the best models for this business Frenchmen of his day, and of all his wise
are found, and periodical excursions to the remarks the saying that the republic would
Italian colony are made by the wax model be conservative or cease to exist was per
ers, who keep their eyes open for pretty haps the wisest of them all. In medio tuand well cut features. When a face is dis tissimus ibis, that was tbe advice which
covered that is to their liking, they make he gave to the republic, and if there is one
every effort to induce the individual to thing more certain than another it is this
give them a sitting or two of three or four •
—that from the day when the republic be
hours, for which they pay liberally.
gins to seriously alarm the conservative
Certain requisites are necessary for a feelings of the country the end will be, in
good living model fora wax figure. Promi sight. Nobody can doubt that the repub
nent among thorn is perfect regularity or lic is growing less conservative. The Radi
features, and the wax modelers say that by cals and Socialists are sensibly increasing;
long experience they have found it ex at every general election they win more
tremely difficult to procure models with votes and return more successful candi
regular features, but that the Italian wom dates to the chamber, where the Moder
en most frequently fulfill their require ates, who have lost many of their leaders,
ments, and, moreover, they state that their are growing proportionately weaker.
complTexion,when soap and water have been
applied, is far more natural than the com
M od em Composers—Brahms.
plexion of tbe average models belonging to
Brahms must be considered as the mosi
other nationalities who apply to them for
celebrated of all living composers, as the
work.
Intellectual expression is not required in most intellectually prominent in the direct
line of descent from Beethoven, with whom
wax figures and is even a drawback.
The first step in the process of making a the similarity of artistic conception—the
high grade wax figure is to cast in wax a resultant of an intense absorption and
head and bust in the rough. It is, of concentration—is often most striking. His
course, hollow and more nearly resembles position in every department of music—
a huge wax potato than anything else. The with the exception of the opera, which lie
artist then takes a knife and models like a never attempted—is indeed supreme. His
sculptor the block of wax into some resem talent for combination, as his variations
blance of tho human head. With knife in testify, is extraordinary. If his polyphonic
hand and the model before him, he then works are at times unsymjiathetio, they
carefully cuts away the wax until the re yet remain an inexhaustible mine ol
production has been made of the face of his wealth. Viewed in his totality we see in
sitter, and if he is an expert modeler this him a musician who, combining the high
reproduction is usually very exact. He est order of intelligence with an iron will,
puts tbe tint on tho wax to copy the model’s has created a special style. This style,
complexion and completes every detail sweeping us not infrequently into wild
with tho utmost care. Then the hair, eye and sterile regions with misty, icy peaks,
brows and eyelashes are put on. Only never touching the prosaic or common
natural hair is used, and it is inserted in place, has yet its mission to fulfill in light
such a manner that it can he brushed and ing perchance the future part of some dis
done up as often as required, in any style ciple to whom will be revealed the radiant
heights of Parnassus. And Brahms is still
the purchaser pleases.
Probably tho modeling of the eyes and actively at work among us.—Herr Alex
putting in of tho eyelashes are the most ander Moszkowski in Forum.
delicate part of the whole process. Each
T h e G reek Sym posium .
hair is put in separately, both on the head
The Greek symposium was literally
and for the eyebrows and eyelashes. The
operation is performed with a hot needle “ drinking together,” but before the drink
and takes a long time. This work is fre ing fully began there was a banquet, more
quently done by women, who become very or less elaborate, as the wealth and taste
expert. When tho hair is Implanted in the of the host might dictate. The guests came
manner as stated, it oan be dressed just as in their best. Even old Socrates, Plato
if it were growing on a l i v i n g head. It can tells us in his Dialogue on the subject,
be washed and brushed and taken down was not above taking a little extra pains
and put up in any style, just as in nature. when he was invited out. Some one met
Of course, it cannot be cut, as there is no him one day in the market place, “ fresh
Possible chance of its growing in ^gain. from the bath and sandaled,” and as the
The tedious work of inserting the hair as sight of the sandals was unusual, he asked
thus described is, of course, only possihle him whither ho was going that he was so
on what are known as first class wax heads, fine. “ To a banquet at Agathon’s,” he
■which often cost as much as $150 apiece. replied, “ and I have put on my finery be
The average price of those seen in tho big cause he is a fine creature. What say you
fl*y goods stores is between $75 and $100. • to going with mo unbidden?”

FIGURES FROM WAX.

The New York Weekly Tribune
"or

Everymember

of
Every family on
Every farm, in
Every village, in
Everystate or territory.
For Education,
For noble

manhood,
For true womanhood.

IT GIVES all important news o f the Ration.
IT GIVES all important news o f tlie World.
IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive editorials.
IT GIVES facinating short stories.
IT GIVES an unexcelled agricultural department.
IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to old and young.
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to everybody.

We furnish Rangeley Lakes and N. Y. Weekly Tribune
O n e y ea r

fo r

$ 1 .2 5 ,

Cash in advance.
Address all orders to
Rangeley Lakes, Rangeley, Me.
Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best. Tribune Office, New
York City, and a sample copy of the NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE will be mailed to
you.
37,6m

Going to R A N G E L E Y ?
Well, if you are, why not go by the.............................

M ost

P le a sa n t

R o u te?

Leave the cars at Phillips and enjoy a carriage drive through 20 miles of the Switzer
land of America. Ten miles shorter than the rail-route, and far more beautiful
scenery.........................................

W. J. R o ss V
s liv e r y

S ta b le

Can furnish you the best single or double or four-horse hitch, with or without driver*,
at reasonable rates. For further information write to or call on

W. J. ROSS, EhillipH M e.

C. W. BA RRE TT, Builder of Cedar Boats and Canoes, also Canvass Covered Canoes
Write for Circulars to
G .

R
E a r ly R is in g .

One of the most eminent specialists in
insanity in the world has been declaring
that early rising is the most prolific cause
of insanity: “ A peremptory command to
get up when one’s sleep is as yet unfinished
is a command which grinds the soul, cur
dles the blood, swells the spleen, destroys
all good intentions and disturbs for the en
tire day the mental activities of a boy, just
as the tornado disturbs and levels with ad
vancing ruin a forest of mighty pines
To the habit of too early rising on the
part of young men, wo may,” he adds,
“ justly ascribe many cases of early insan
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ity, of melancholia and of abject dementia.
The early morning hours, when everything
is still, are peculiarly fitted for sleep, and
it is a gross violation of all the laws of na
ture to tear human brains out of the sound
rest they enjoy at this tim e.*’
m ilit a r y T e x a s.

In summoning up the military resources
nf Texas we find that this great state can in
an emergency be depended upon for 9,604
generals of the different grades, 317,414
colonels, 73,001 lieutenants, colonels, ma
jors, captains and minor officers, to say
nothing of 117 privates.—Dallas News.

RANGELEY LAKES
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Ella Adams has been quite sick but is
better.
Elias Haley is still very low.
The small boys are enjoying the snowSeveral runaways lately. No damage.
Miss Evelyn Hewey has returned from
shoeing.
Lucy Adams is quite sick.
A. J. Ilaley returned from Farmington
Bemis.
Charles Hinkley, from Sandy River, was
The snow shovel was brought into play Monday.
Synopsis of January Weather.
Natt Carr is cooking for the camps at in town Wednesday.
Friday morning.
1. Fair, cold and frosty. N.
Tuesday
was
Candlemas
day.
It
was
A. J. Haley went to Farmington, Friday Kennebago.
2. Cloudy, milder. S. W.
neither cold and clear nor did it snow or
Lyman Kempton took a ti*ip to Sander’ s
last, for a few days.
3. Very pleasant, warm. S. W.
rain.
4. Frosty, mild. N. E.
Supt. Phillips, of the P. & R. was in Mill, Tuesday.
Some unruly boys cut the twine from 5. Heavy rain; no sleighing. S. E.
Stephen Hubley was at home from the
town Wednesday night.
half a car load of baled hay at the station 6. Fair, colder. S. W.
The small boys enjoyed the snow drifts woods Sunday.
Saturday night.
7. A little snow. Squally and windy.
Deputy Sheriff Geo. M. Esty is attend
Friday if no one else did.
Rufus Porter has received another lot of W.
ing
court
at
Farmington.
Deputy Sheriff J. B. Noble, of Phillips,
patent washing machines, which he is 8. Clear and frosty. N.
Jim W ilcox came in from his camp putting together.
was in town Thursday night.
9. Clear and frosty. N.
J. B. Marble, wife and daughter, Rachel, Saturday for a few days.
Charles Hammond, of Coplin Planta 10. Clear, chilly. S. E.
Will Grant was out from Hinkley & tion, was badly injured Tuesday at his 11. Cloudy, chilly. N. E.
returned home Saturday night.
Mr. Pennell, the boat builder of Port Adams’ camps over Sunday.
logging camp. He fell from a log and got 12. Clear, frosty. W.
land, will be in town in a few days.
Little Ida Withey is recovering from a caught by another and his face and head 13. Clear, very cold. N. W.
were badly injured. Dr. Badger was cal 14. Clear, frosty and cold. N. E.
Mrs. H. A. Furbish returned from her severe attack of pneumonia.
15. d e a r, frosty. S. W.
visit to Houlton last Friday night.
Miss Etta Snowman has been visiting led to attend him.
16. Cloudy, snow, cleared during day.
Anybody wishing to know about any
February came in like a “ lamb,” and her parents at Sander’ s Mills.
N. E.
locality
on
Cupsuptic
lake
can
increase
may it go out with no more of a fury.
W. B. Hoyt, the marble worker from
17. Cloudy and windy. S. E.
their
knowledge
by
communicating
with
Lincoln Toothaker is at his father’s, Phillips, was in town Tuesday.
18. Cloudy, all sorts of weather. S. E.
Deputy Sheriff Esty. His trip recently
Hon. J. R. Toothaker, for a short visit.
19. Clear, very cold, 12 to 26 below. W.
John A. Russell and H. E. Hinkley are
took him all over the lake and they say
20. Clear and cold, 12 below. W.
John Heri'iek was at home Sunday from attending court at Farmington this week.
now that he has a map which he is study
the Toothaker & Kimball logging camps.
Capt. Barker was at Augusta Tuesday ing, for the purpose of seeing where he 21. Snowing. S. W.
22. Clear] Cold, one foot snow. W.
If you want some souvenir stationery and no doubt gave his views on the license was at.
23. Cloudy, little more snow. E.
call on E. I. Herrick. He can supply your bill.
Mrs. Rufus Porter_has an old relic, it 24. Clear and cold. W.
wants.
There will be a prayer meeting and Sun being a vase, hand carved, made from an
25. Clear, very cold, windy: 28 below. W.
Miss Maggie Hinkley visited Miss Win day school at the church vestry next Sun old bedstead that was brought over in
26. Very cold and windy. W.
nie Haines, of Rangeley Plantation, day.
the May Flower by one of her ancestors. 27. Hazy, milder. S. W.
Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. E. L. Haley and daughter, Miss The genuineness of this is undoubted, as 28. Heavy snow storm, 15 inches. N. E.
A building will be erected near the Dorris, returned from Phillips, Saturday it has been handed down from family to 29. Fair, windy, cold. S. W.
family and can be traced back. It was 30. Fair, slightly warmer. W.
steamboat landing in which will be built the night.
steamboat of F. S. Dickson’ s.
Some of the citizens met Monday and given her by her uncle, Stephen Lowell.
31. Fair; nice day. S. W.
The “ genius hobo,” (thanks be to the
The train was three hours late Thursday sawed up a year’ s supply of w ood for the
Some very cold weather occurred during
distance of Rangeley from his beaten the month. Sleighing held off until the
night on account of the storm. It went church.
_________________________
out though, about on time Friday morn
George Batchelier, of Dead River, is path) entirely ignores us here, but his fre 22d.
ing.
moving onto his farm recently purchased quent visits to other places are made up
I s O u r C lim a te C h a n g in g ?
for any lack of attention to unfrequented
Miss Georgia Snow, who is teaching in of John Ross.
Henry T. Kimball entertained a party
According to the Winthrop of listeners one evening last week as all
Rangeley Plantation, was the guest of
H. A. Furbish and Tom Porter started corners.
Mrs. Lucy Herrick, High street, over Sun for the lumber camps in the Moosehead Budget, one of these “ Weary Wilkins” were seated around the grocery store
called on a lady recently and demanded stove. His subjects were disease and win
day.
region Tuesday.
his breakfast. The lady was sympathetic
A musicale was held at the residence of
Mrs. Lizzie Furbish is spending a few and told him she would grant his wish if ter. The speaker claimed that all diseases
were nothing to what they were years ago,
A. M. H oar’ s last Friday where the days with Mrs. L. E. Bowley at the
he would saw a little w ood in payment of the winters, he claimed, were nothing like
ochestra was entertained by Miss Maggie Mountain View.
the meal.
The tramp replied that he tvhat they used to be. “ Look at the re
Hinkley.
Several people interested in the Guide’ s would do the saw act. After eating his
The King’ s Daughters will meet with License bill, attended the hearing at fill he was shown the “ implements of war” cent disease, no very sick ones either, they
are all growing milder as are our winters.
Mrs. H. A. Furbish Monday evening, Feb. Augusta, Tuesday.
j and also the “ enemy.” Whether his ad Why, only a few years ago, on the first
Sth. All members are requested to be
Dr. Palmer, of Farmington, was here versary, the w ood pile, on account of his day of May, I hauled logs from near John
present.
Monday night to perform a surgical oper- looks, refused to advance upon him is not R. Toothaker’ s farm, right down the fields
George Esty made a trip to Billy Soule’ s ation on Lincoln Toothaker.
known, but from the little billet the tramp and pastures to the lake and drove over
last Thursday in the storm. He says it
Emery Haley and Axel Tibbetts went to left pinned on the saw horse told the several fences and stone walls, they didn’ t
was very thick on the Big Lake, being able Augusta, Monday to offer a few words in whole story of a vanquished foe. The even show through the snow. I hauled
to see but a short distance in either direc opposition to the license bill.
lady on going out a few minutes after the logs across the lake to J. J. Nile’s old
found the following:
tion.
mill in Rangeley Plantation. The 12th
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Haley, Miss D or
“Just tell them that you saw m e,'’
E.
L. Dingley will he in Rangeley in ris,
a and Miss Nellie Lamb are spending a
day of May, one year, I took a team and
But you did not see me saw.
few days to see about steamboating next few days at Wild Rose Cottage, Sandy
drove, on the ice, across the Rangeley,
season. He will probably buy a boat River Ponds.
Board of Trade.
Mooselookmeguntic and half way across
and bring it to Bemis on the broad gauge
Agreeably to the call in last week’ s the Richardson lakes to get some articles
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Whittier, who
and haul it on the ice to Rangeley lake.
have b e e n visiting their daughter, Mrs. W. R a n g e l e y L a k e s , a few citizens met in that had been left there. We came back
The storm of last Thursday was by all S. Marble, returned to their home in Mt. the library and took the initiatory steps to the same day. Gracious Mighty, don’ t
form a Board of Trade. E. I. Herrick tell me the winters are the same as they
odds, the roughest of the season. The Vernon, last Thursday.
called the meeting to order and a form used to be.”
wind was from the northeast, and take
Saturday the baby of Mrs. Effie Love
both the snow and wind together it was accidently swallowed more or less of the for those wishing to become members
D IE D .
very cutting. About 15 inches of snow contents of a bottle of iodine. Dr. Ross adopted, and W ill Quimby appointed to
Sandy River Plantation, Feb. 2, of consump
circulate
it
for
signers
to
meet
and
orga
fell.
was called and emetics were given. The
tion, Cora Withey, aged 18 years.
nize next Saturday evening at J3.30. A
Hon. Henry O. Stanley Fish and Game child is apparently no worse for the draft
letter from Mr. Hano was read in which
Commissioner, was at the Oquossoc Wed otherwise than a sore mouth.
B lu e M o u n ta in K en n els .
Miss Cora Withey, of this place, died at he urges united action by all the business Bull terriers from six weeks to fifteen months
nesday night. The guides interviewed him
men
of
Rangeley.
He
assures
them
that
old.
Dogs and sluts for sale at reasonable
quite extensively on the license question. the home of David Durrell iu Sandy River
prices.
S. WARREN BATES, Prop.,
there is a great future if they will only
His real busines was to look over the Plantation, last Tuesday. Mr. Withey
Phillips, Me.
grasp
the
situation
and
pull
together.
The dog at the*
* Mooselookmeguntic
Mooselookmeguntic House in the interest has lost his wife and three children within
Mr. Hano will be present at the meeting House, the past summer, was bred at these
a year. He has the sympathy of the en
of Theodore L. Page.
kennels.
25
Saturday night and give some interesting
tire community.
Ed Hoar, the expert fly-rod maker, has
talk. Now that the movement is started
Warden J. D. Huntoon went to Port
Foreclosure Notice.
just completed a genuine split bamboo fly
let every citizen join and make an inland
land, Monday to purchase machinery and
Lucian Oakes o f Dallas Plantarod, and the first one of the kind ever made
Bar Harbor of Rangeley. You have this XY7HEREAS
* * tion in the County o f Franklin and State
planking for the new boat he is building
in Rangeley. It is a beauty and those who
to start on. No place in the country has o f Maine hy his Mortgage Deed dated Septem
for Mr. Dickson, of the island. It will be
ber 20, 1889, and recorded in Franklin County
have “ felt of it” say it is all right. Mr.
such natural advantages as Rangeley.
Registry of Deeds in Book 121, Page 200, con
planked with hard pine. Mr. Huntoon
Hoar says he is going to make another
veyed to E. A. Rogers and H. A. Furbish, a
thought he might possibly go to Augusta,
A ddition to Rangeley Lake House.
certain parcel of land situated in Dallas Planta
and thinks he can improve on the first one.
County o f Franklin and State o f Maine.
and be at the guide license hearing.
The
kitchen to the Rangeley Lake House tion
Mr. Hoar is a dangerous competitor.
Being the East half o f Lot No. (2) two. Range
Dr. J. R. Kittridge, the dentist, is to will be enlarged by a 15x60 feet addition (3) three, and the East half o f Lot (3) three.
The Thursday morning train had two pay Rangeley another visit. He will be on the back side. This will be tw o stories. Range (3) three, containing one hundred acres
known as the W . H. Oakes possession and being
cars of hay for Sander’ s Mill. When near at the Oquossoc House Friday and Satur Mr. Haley has made the plans and the same that said Lucian Oakes had o f Henry
the top of Sluice hill one bundle was dis day of next week, February 12 and 13. schedules for lumber and work will begin Searles February 24, 1879 and the said Rogers
and Furbish assigned said Mortgage and the
covered to be on fire. The train was stop The doctor has a happy facualty of keep as soon as all is ready.
debt secured thereby to me the undersigned,
by Deed of Assignment dated March 22, 1892
ped and all the railroad men worked lively, ing the attention of his patients on some
and recorded in Franklin County Registry of
Dallas.
the car was detached from the train and subject not ln connection with the work

Local Paragraphs.

Mrs. B. A. Moulton is ill.
Nellie Twombly has been quite sick.

Ed. Whorff goes to
week.

Farmington this

Deeds In Book 91, Page 327 and whereas, the

the hay thrown off along the sides of the
track, about a quarter of the load was
saved in a damaged condition. The train
was delayed over an hour.

he is doing and, to their surprise, they
Emma Raymond has been very sick for condition o f said Mortage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach o f the
find on leaving his chair, that their old the past week with heart trouble.
condition thereof. I claim a foreclosure of
said Motgage.
teeth have been removed and a new set
David Lamb is at work in Phillips this
Dec. 30, 1896.
He n r y T ib b e t t s .
substituted.
37, 3w
winter.

